1998 nissan maxima alternator

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? The contact owns a Nissan Maxima. The contact stated that while driving
approximately 10 mph, smoke started to emit from the engine compartment. The vehicle was
merged over to the side of the road where the contact noticed the presence of fire coming from
the alternator. The contact was able to extinguish the fire. The vehicle was towed to the
contact's residence. The dealer was contacted and indicated that the vehicle was not included
in NHTSA campaign id number: 02V electrical system. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Add Complaint.
On 30 November I started the car which then quit running and started smoking from under the
hood. I could see the alternator was burning so I pulled the battery cable to stop the fire.
Damage affected the alternator, electrical connector and some wiring. I discovered there was a
recall for defective alternators on this vehicle. I contacted Nissan on December 1, who stated
my VIN was within the range of vehicles for this recall and they would contact the dealer after
further research. I contacted the dealer who stated it appeared the vehicle should be covered by
the recall but could not proceed until authorization from Nissan. On 8 December, , after 7 days,
Nissan contacted me and stated my VIN was not included in the recall and refused to fix the
defective alternator. Nissan could not explain how my VIN was within the range of vehicles
affected by the recall but my particular VIN was not included. I had the vehicle repaired at my
expense and had to turn-in the defective alternator as a core so the defective alternator is not
available for inspection. It appears the range of defective alternators is larger than Nissan is
willing to accept responsibility. This is a safety defect that needs to be addressed and Nissan
held accountable. The damage could have been much worse. The vehicle has the same
problems as indicated in the recall; however it is not included in the recall due to the VIN. On
Thursday, March 16, at approximately am I went out to my driveway and started my Nissan
Maxima. Upon starting there was a terrible grinding noise. I turned the car off and restated it at
which time the car began smoking. Upon opening the hood, we observed fire, which was
extinguished. Further observation confirmed that the alternator had caught fire and the service
station made the repairs. The old parts are available for inspection. As there is a recall on some
Nissan Maxima's for this problem I can't understand why this matter is being taken so lightly.
The next time this occurs, the results could be tragic. Recall-Nissan Maxima alternator, Before I
was informed of recall alternator stopped working on highway going 55 lucky to be alive! Took
car to Nissan. After I was informed of recall I brought car back to Nissan, they replaced new
alternator with another new alternator and paid me for the first alternator. My claim is that the
faulty alternator under a recall notice caused my air bags to stop working. Nissan has informed
me it's possible we will look into it. Have not heard anything from Nissan. So now my son is
driving the car without knowing one way or the other if the air bags will work. Nissans not sure
if fronts will work! Nissan needs to replace air bags at there cost. There product caused the
problem. The contact stated while pulling out of the driveway the alternator caught on fire, and
the fire was immediately extinguished. The vehicle has not been taken to dealership yet for
inspection. The repairs have not made. There is a recall for the alternator, however, Nissan
stated this vehicle was not included in the recall due to VIN. The consumer started the vehicle
and could hear a sound and viewed smoke coming from under the hood. The consumer opened
the hood and saw fire in middle of the alternator. This happened on August 15, The vehicle was
repaired. The consumer kept the bad alternator. Recall campaign 02V The consumer requested
reimbursement for the replacement of the alternator. There was also a vibration in the steering
wheel while driving on the highway. Vehicle caught on fire. Recall 02V was issued. Consumer
was told that his vehicle was not included in the recall due to VIN. When the consumer started
the vehicle he noticed smoke coming from the engine compartment. As the hood was opened
fire was seen burning inside the alternator. After testing the alternator results confirmed that the
malfuntion to be identical with the basis of the recall campaign. The dealer replaced the
faultyalternator with a new one. I check the recall VIN on this vehicle and it was not in the range
of 's. It did everything the recall stated it would. I am calling the dealer tomorrow to see if its
covered. A clicking noise was coming from front of vehicle that was getting louder and louder.
Engine light illuminated and engine shut off. Took vehicle to dealer who stated it was the
alternater, not to use rear defogger because it may result in a vehicle fire, also dealer told
consumer not to fix it because there was going to be a recall. Vehicle stalled and started
smoking in a busy intersection while making a turn. Engine failed with no dasbboard warning
lights. Vehicle was diagnosed for a loose wire in alternator which could have caused an
electrical fire to vehicle. The car belongs to a workmate. The Maxima has stalled a few times
while being driven. It will restart immediately. When stalling, the dash lights and all switched on
accessories will flash or flicker on and off. The auto parts guy checked battery and said it
indicated slightly low on volts. They said that they can check alternator on bench. I

disconnected the negative battery terminal at engine idle. The engine immediately died.
Restarted and tried again. Stalled a second time. I know of the potential dangers, but is this an
indiacation that the alteranator is bad? On my older cars, this was a valid test. What about on
this year vehicle? Do you. The best way to check it is measure the battery open voltage before
you start it up it should read Start vehicle while engine running and headlights and heater On it
should read If not there's a problem within the charging system. Or the battery is sulfated and
its not taking the charge. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Alternator
Replacememt 3 Times!! Never disconnect the battery while the engine is running to check the
charging system, this can cause a major electrical system damage. Asked by Cpriddy58 gmail.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. On 30 November I
started the car which then quit running and started smoking from under the hood. I could see
the alternator was burning so I pulled the battery cable to stop the fire. Damage affected the
alternator, electrical connector and some wiring. I discovered there was a recall for defective
alternators on this vehicle. I contacted Nissan on December 1, who stated my VIN was within the
range of vehicles for this recall and they would contact the dealer after further research. I
contacted the dealer who stated it appeared the vehicle should be covered by the recall but
could not proceed until authorization from Nissan. On 8 December, , after 7 days, Nissan
contacted me and stated my VIN was not included in the recall and refused to fix the defective
alternator. Nissan could not explain how my VIN was within the range of vehicles affected by the
recall but my particular VIN was not included. I had the vehicle repaired at my expense and had
to turn-in the defective alternator as a core so the defective alternator is not available for
inspection. It appears the range of defective alternators is larger than Nissan is willing to accept
responsibility. This is a safety defect that needs to be addressed and Nissan held accountable.
The damage could have been much worse. The vehicle has the same problems as indicated in
the recall; however it is not included in the recall due to the VIN. Recall-Nissan Maxima
alternator, Before I was informed of recall alternator stopped working on highway going 55
lucky to be alive! Took car to Nissan. After I was informed of recall I brought car back to Nissan,
they replaced new alternator with another new alternator and paid me for the first alternator. My
claim is that the faulty alternator under a recall notice caused my air bags to stop working.
Nissan has informed me it's possible we will look into it. Have not heard anything from Nissan.
So now my son is driving the car without knowing one way or the other if the air bags will work.
Nissans not sure if fronts will work! Nissan needs to replace air bags at there cost. There
product caused the problem. Search CarComplaints. The contact stated while pulling out of the
driveway the alternator caught on fire, and the fire was immediately extinguished. The vehicle
has not been taken to dealership yet for inspection. The repairs have not made. Vehicle caught
on fire. Recall 02V was issued. Consumer was told that his vehicle was not included in the recall
due to VIN. When the consumer started the vehicle he noticed smoke coming from the engine
compartment. As the hood was opened fire was seen burning inside the alternator. After testing
the alternator results confirmed that the malfuntion to be identical with the basis of the recall
campaign. The dealer replaced the faultyalternator with a new one. I check the recall VIN on this
vehicle and it was not in the range of 's. It did everything the recall stated it would. I am calling
the dealer tomorrow to see if its covered. A clicking noise was coming from front of vehicle that
was getting louder and louder. Engine light illuminated and engine shut off. Took vehicle to
dealer who stated it was the alternater, not to use rear defogger because it may result in a
vehicle fire, also dealer told consumer not to fix it because there was going to be a recall.
Vehicle stalled and started smoking in a busy intersection while making a turn. Engine failed
with no dasbboard warning lights. Vehicle was diagnosed for a loose wire in alternator which
could have caused an electrical fire to vehicle. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Select your vehicle options to narrow down results. View by Lookup Code.
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Parts like Wiring are shipped directly from authorized Nissan dealers and backed by the
manufacturer's warranty. Parts fit for the following vehicle options. Engine: 6 Cyl 3. Our
Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Nissan Maxima Alternator. Select your
vehicle year. Refine by:. Alternator part. Shop Nissan Maxima Alternator. Showing 1 - 15 of 22
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Part Number: MPA Part Number: NP Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Nissan Maxima
Alternator Customer Reviews. Jul 24, Parts worked fine no issues. Arthur Tyler. Purchased on
Jul 10, Jun 21, Satisfied customer. Since installing this product, I have not had any problems
Would recommend it to buyers needing a new alternator. Purchased on May 31, Jul 03, Quality
built. It's been several months since I bought this and had it installed. It works great. Purchased
on May 14, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Plus, the alternator charges the battery
at the same time. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery Are you confused yet? Alternator Voltage
Regulation Explained with Wiring Diagrams Some classic cars have electromechanical
regulators, while modern production vehicles use either an electronic regulator or a computer
sometimes both. The design of the regulator affects the entire layout of the charging system.
How The Alternator and Charging System Work The alternator charges the battery whenever the
engine is running while also. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. Choose Qu We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
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NP Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Since
, Bosch has developed innova Jun 21, Satisfied customer. Since installing this product, I have
not had any problems Would recommend it to buyers needing a new alternator. Purchased on
May 31, Jul 03, Quality built. It's been several months since I bought this and had it installed. It
works great. Purchased on May 14, Jun 14, Part was just as described. Purchased on Sep 21,
Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The battery, on th
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e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy

Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

